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Darkness and Light...
Carrying a candle
Carrying a candle
from one little place of shelter
to another
is an act of love.
To move through the huge
and hungry darkness, step by step,
against the invisible wind
that blows for ever around the world,
carrying a candle,
is an act of foolhardy hope.
Surely it will be blown out:
the wind is contemptuous,
the darkness cannot comprehend it.
How much light can this tiny flame shed
on all the great issues of the day?
It is as helpless as a newborn child.

The wind is stronger than this hand,
and the darkness infinite
around this tiny here-and-now flame,
that wavers, but keeps burning:
carried with such care
through an uncaring world
from one little place of shelter to another.
An act of love.
The light shines in the darkness
and the darkness can never put it out.
Jan Sutch Pickard
Suggested by Philip Dixon

Look how the human hand
that cradles it has become translucent:
fragile and beautiful; foolish and loving.
Step by step.

Still Life No 6 Craigie Aitchison - www.ArtUK.org
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… working with NHS patients
I have been asked for a personal reflection on the theme of darkness and light, in the context of my work
in the NHS. Coincidentally, this request came just after I had written a letter to someone in the
organisation where I work and I had finished it with these words:
‘It has been a complete privilege to have found a job where I can walk alongside people often in their
darkest moments and offer them my care and expertise. I have almost certainly learnt more from my
patients than they have from me’
I work as a Speech and Language Therapist at St Michael’s Hospital. I have specific responsibilities to
patients who are diagnosed with cancer of the larynx, and who have their larynx surgically removed. I will
always meet with patients prior to their operation so that we can talk through what lies ahead. It is an
important session and making contact while they are still able to express themselves in their current
voices makes a difference to the relationship that develops. The prospect for them is hugely daunting, in
that the operation will mean they will lose their voice, which is so integral to who they are. They will need
to learn to communicate in a completely different way and they will permanently breathe through a hole
in their neck. The aim of this major and life changing surgery
is to cure the cancer, but this cannot be guaranteed. Waiting for surgery is often a dark and terrifying place.

One of the moments of light during this period, is when we
invite an existing laryngectomy patient in. We will have gone
though what the surgery will involve, the time spent in
theatre, intensive care and on the ward, and the different
way their body will function after the operation. It will
involve much loss. The loss of taste and smell, of voice and
laugh, of jobs and roles. To meet someone who has gone
through the same ordeal that awaits them and see that they
have emerged to live a different but full life, is often a hugely
positive and life affirming experience. Good friendships are
forged at this meeting and a real sense of hope emerges.
Self portrait, after Being Diagnosed
with Throat Cancer
Julian Dyson Falmouth Art Gallery

Amidst the darkness, there is then much that is positive for both
patient and therapist. I am in the fortunate position of knowing
my patients over many years as, for the rest of
their lives, I will be involved in the regular fitting of small
valves which enable them to communicate. This continuity and
connectedness is powerful and enriching, and when I reflect on my work it is often the moments of
warmth and generosity and of humour and fun, that I remember. I am also constantly impressed by
patients’ resilience and courage and their ability to remain hopeful in the face of so much that is
distressing. Being alongside people who are dealing with a life threatening illness provides precious
insights into what really matters.
Morwenna White-Thomas
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… in Hymns
Let there be Light!
‘This came to me as I was listening to the Sunday service from St Martin's in the Fields just after 8am’.
I have sung John Marriot's hymn “Thou whose almighty word” since I was a child, but in this
morning's service on Radio 4 it came with a freshness. The familiar got a new lick of paint. The words
became a prayer full of meaning as we all wander uncertainly through this pandemic, when it sometimes
feels like we've been plunged back into 'chaos and darkness'.
I often think about the unbelievable energy of the I AM to burst the cosmos into being. All that
enthusiasm to be creative and active causing so much heat that the light was beyond our wildest
imaginings. I get lost when scientists start taking about the physics and chemistry involved in our world's
beginning, when time entered the equation. It's too mind boggling. However I AM has not changed.
Present can only be Present. So whatever state I am in, God the Holy Spirit, who I always think of as
“She,” is there moving and giving birth.
I like the words of this hymn also because they remind me that God brings “healing and sight, health to
the sick in mind, sight to the inly blind” and asks “o now to all mankind, let there be light.”
In the final verse Mattiott uses the picture of the glorious Trinity as “Wisdom, Love, Might, boundless as
ocean's tide.” Having grown up by the sea, I immediately have an image of the power in billions of gallons
of water being stirred into action by a wind somewhere out of my sight and coming towards me on a
winter's day, the dark end of the year, an agitated grey North Sea under a vast slate-grey sky. I remember
the swell and the crash of the waves on our beach and seawall. The noise of all those bubbles as they
sprayed into the air and were bashed open on landing. This all happened again and again with such
energy. Today I would like to be standing on that shore envigorated by it and laugh when I am drenched,
enveloped in the flung remains of the waves. So I go in imagination and stand like Moses to be reminded
of I AM. This is such a good hymn for now, a prayer for ourselves and “through the world far and wide”,
“Let there be light”.
Penny De Lacy

Break in the storm over
Hokianga Heads
©Christopher Richards

The last months of the year contain great liturgical richness and imagery embracing the eternal themes of
Darkness and Light. All Saints and All Souls, Fireworks and Remembrance-tide signpost the way as Advent
and Winter approach.
2020 has been a year of great collective and individual losses and darkness. This edition includes thought
provoking words, poetry suggestions and images from our creative church communities. I trust you will
find much to inspire you and help to keep a flame of hope alight.
Sally Seaman, Editor
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...The Crack in Everything: darkness and light
as a psychotherapist
There are many possible responses to the question of darkness and light in working with psychotherapy
clients. One of my intentions in the work is to find where there is lightness; relief from the darkness and
weight of suffering.
So when we notice where we are feeling well, which parts of us - in body, mind or soul - don’t hurt in this
moment, this is light. When there is laughter in the room, and the tendency to take our perceptions as
fact is dissolved, when we can receive the angry, ashamed, vigilant parts of ourselves back into the fold
with compassion, kindness and humour, this is light.
True vulnerability is taboo for many of us; we may have been told from babyhood onward not to cry or
fuss, to ‘man up’ or that we are over-sensitive. But vulnerability is the place where authentic
communication and connection occurs. And a broken heart is an open heart; it contains ‘the crack in
everything’ (as opposed to ‘the perfect offering’), which as Leonard Cohen says in the song Anthem ‘is
how the light gets in’.
The weight of suffering and pain can be unbearably heavy, dark and seemingly intractable. I may feel
helpless, useless, and even sunk in my client’s despair. And yet by being willing to sit in the darkness of
not knowing – sometimes for a long time - and not trying to change or fix anything, I have seen time and
again how something shifts. I think of this as grace or a moment of light/enlightenment. It might be
called god or love.
Katharine Rider

… in Nature
For me the experience that keeps
“catching” me this autumn is the amazing
light on the trees and leaves that occurs
when the sun is shining but there is dark
cloud in other parts of the sky. I’ve tried to
capture it in this picture of our hawthorn
tree.
Jo Chambers

The Bright Field
I have seen the sun break through
to illuminate a small field
for a while, and gone my way
and forgotten it. But that was the
pearl of great price, the one field that had
treasure in it. I realise now
that I must give all that I have
to possess it. Life is not hurrying
on to a receding future, nor hankering after
an imagined past. It is the turning
aside like Moses to the miracle
of the lit bush, to a brightness
that seemed as transitory as your youth
once, but is the eternity that awaits you.
RS Thomas
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The deep but dazzling darkness of God: Etty and Thérèse
“Darkness is not dark to You; the night is as bright as the day.
Darkness and light to You are both alike” Ps 139 verse 11
This mysterious statement in Psalm 139 draws us deeper into the nature of God, beyond perhaps
what St John tells us: “God is light and in Him is no darkness at all” 1John1 verse 5. Yet it may
be easier to understand what St. John is driving at, than the mystery of a God who embraces as
one, lightness and darkness deep within Himself.
Two young women have been in my thoughts recently – both of whom knew much about spiritual
and physical darkness and light in their personal lives. At first glance they could not be more
different. Thérèse brought up in a middle class, deeply Christian home in 19 th century France,
and moving from the security and safety of that to the confines of a Carmelite Convent until her
death nine years later when she was 24. Etty, a young Jewish girl born into an intellectual Dutch
family, passing through University as a law student and on to live with a small community of
friends until she was finally sent to the Dutch transit camp, Westerbork and from there to Auswitz
where she died aged 29.
But they are held in a unity of experience through God’s mystical work within them – an
experience which required the suffering of darkness and loss and the voluntary sacrifice of all
that was important to them, in terms of family, material comfort and in the end, life itself.
Both Etty and Thérèse wrote a Journal or Diary in which they entrusted their most profound
thoughts and the most intimate secrets of their relationship with God. Thérèse, so greatly
misunderstood as a “little flower” of the spiritual world, bequeathed to us a spiritual *Journal
where she describes a kind of short cut to holiness. Her spiritual insights were immense, none
more so than her discovery that Jesus’ command to love others as He loved them Himself was
simply impossible! Her understanding was heartfelt, as she tried to live the Gospel life of love
amongst a small group of emotionally disordered Nuns. But since He never asks the impossible,
her great discovery was that it can only be done by a continuous invitation to Jesus to do the
work of loving others for us and from within. Thérèse lived the last months of her life in great
spiritual darkness and died in an agony of body and spirit. She wrote of the great wall that
reached up between herself and God and she felt that she had lost her faith – though never her
love – in the One for whom she had given everything.
Etty, neither Christian nor Jew by religious belief (but now claimed by both!), experienced the
most intense mystical experiences that literally forced her to her knees wherever she happened
to be. Slowly she learned to pray – not knowing to whom she prayed at first. As the threat and
terror for the Jews became greater, she wrote: “I draw prayer around me like a dark protective
wall.” Her rich inner life enabled her to care for others in the camp in the most remarkable and
compassionate way – setting aside her own anxieties in the living hell of misery and mud that
was her daily experience at Westerbork. In the midst of that terrible darkness, she is overwhelmed with gratitude: “My life has become an uninterrupted dialogue with You” she writes.
”Sometimes when I stand in some corner of the camp, my feet planted on Your earth, my eyes
raised to Your Heaven, tears run down my face, tears of deep emotion and gratitude.”
“For the darkness is not dark to You; the night is as bright as the day”.
Thérèse and Etty pray for us.
Sue Parfitt

*The most widely read spiritual classic of all time!
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Dawn and Darkness:

a Meditation

As I sit to write this, I am looking out on a grey dawn, sea inseparable from sky, shrouded in a
rainy mist - all the more beautiful to me in its dreich ordinariness. I’m lucky to be down in
Cornwall and I particularly love it at this
time of year, the more muted tones on
the cliffs and browning bracken, the
glories of autumn fading back to winter
starkness. Countryside like this calls
out for a different response than
summer’s rambunctious beauty, there
is space to breath, space to think and
nature’s dying back and drawing in for
winter echo my soul’s need for quietude
and digging down deep.
For the darkness of our times is noisy and presses down on us hard.
Perhaps the darker, quieter months of winter are something of a gift to be explored, a space we
need, a God shaped space where She goes before us. There is a waiting womb in the darkness
where grief can be held and hope birthed.
For this has been a year with much loss, and that needs naming.
Martyred Archbishop Christopher Munzihiwra, wrote, ‘there are things that can be seen only with
eyes that have cried.’
Might our vision, our eyes, be changing? I pray it may be so.
Might our vision be becoming more compassionate? More expansive? More inclusive? Because
we are journeying in the gloaming with loss and powerlessness and loneliness more acutely than
ever before.
As we look ahead to Advent, a time that invites us to become deeply acquainted with waiting, it is
ever tempting to want to rush to Christmas, to celebrate incarnation, light in the darkness, hope
and comfort and joy with us. Yes, all that is indeed true and good, but let us not miss the gifts of
darkness, of eyes adjusting to find flickers of light in unexpected places, and eyes more able to
name the darkness where before we saw only light.
God is indeed with us, in darkness as in light. If I go and make my bed in the depths of
darkness... even there your hand will guide me, your right hand will hold me fast. (Ps 139: 8,10)
Winter is the perfect time to join with the concentration of nature as it sends out roots into the
deep. May we send our roots out into the deep, into the dark, unafraid, for we will find Christ
already there.
(This Advent we will be exploring together what it means to send our roots out into the deep with
our Advent book: The Frequencies of God: Walking Through Advent with RS Thomas, by
Carys Walsh. More details in the newsletter.)
Revd Pippa White
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… in Comedy
Comedy has carried me through dark times in my life. There is something about hearing painful truth
framed in a funny way that lets in the light. I don’t know what I’d do without comedy, I don’t know how
I’d ever navigate the darkness without it.
If I find a way to tell a dark and painful story about my life and frame it in a funny way, I don’t need someone to sympathise or try to help me, but if they laugh (genuinely) then that is all I need, that really is it.
But I’ve come to realise not many people share my sense of humour, and a misunderstood joke or
comment, even about myself, has the potential to cause offense or embarrassment, whether intended or
not. So I’m trying my hand at comedy writing, and if I can’t make a career out of it, it will simply serve as a
means of self-expression.
Good comedy for me will result in laughter and tears – ideally at the same time, and I found myself doing
just that whilst watching ‘Trying’ on Apple TV. The scene involved a couple having left a hospital
consultation in which they were told they wouldn’t be able to conceive. The husband turns to the wife
and says hopefully “but we don’t even know how good a doctor she is” his wife replies “She was Asian.
We didn’t get the one bad Asian doctor”, and then she says “how can you miss something you never
had?” The dialogue on its own out of context is mildly amusing, but there was something about the
timing and the delivery of the lines that felt perfect. A universal truth was being illuminated. This couple
had just experienced a loss and whilst he was in the denial / bargaining stage of grief, she was more
aware, and coming to terms with having to give up on her dream. Her lines made me laugh and cry,
because it was funny and painful at the same time.
Like life.
We all know what it is to hope, to envisage something for our lives, we all know about longing, and we all
know about denial, loss, and the crushing realisation when we finally accept the reality of the thing that
we had hoped for so long, wouldn’t turn out to be real. The career, the relationship, the reconciliation,
the childhood, the family, the justice, the transgression, the betrayal, whatever it is. We all know that
dark place of loss, grief, sorrow and dashed hope. And in those few minutes I was able to connect with my
own feelings, without having to explain myself, or figure out exactly what it all meant, because I was just
watching good comedy, written by somebody who also knew those feelings and was talented enough to
be able to communicate them. The result was that I felt connected with my humanity and that of others. I
think that’s the light that good comedy can shine.
I’m conscious that so far I’ve made no reference to God, the Bible or Jesus, but here are some final
thoughts. When I have moments of insight, which often (but amazingly – not always) involve some
personal failing on my part, I like to believe it’s God who frames them in a funny way, to cushion the truth
and remind me that despite my flaws (which are many) I’m still an OK human. It never feels mean, it
usually feels like a funny and loving revelation, and then I often feel as if God stands by whilst I navigate
ensuing feelings of embarrassment, humiliation, or fear and helps me bear those too. I don’t know what
God is, but I think they are something to do with love and something to do with connection and
humanity. Darkness is a part of being human, and to me humour and comedy are some of the tools God
uses to bring light into that darkness.
Angie Bambery
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… from an Artist’s Perspective
A small bright yellow leaf lands on the dark red foliage of an acer tree. It rests there for a moment and
catches my eye. Looking up again – it has gone. But that moment is instilled in memory with all it’s
associations. It’s in these fleeting moments we glimpse the sublime.

Journey of Light
A librarian friend of mine gave me a book which was being discarded. She thought I would like it because
of my interest in weaving. The book is called “The Music of Colour” by Shimura Fukumi, translated by
Matt Treyvaud. It’s a work of art in itself with beautiful meditations on nature, and photographs by Inoue
Takao. Shimura Fukumi is a master of plant based dyes and tsumugi – ori weaving. She has the official
title of “Preserver of Important Intangible Cultural Properties”, in Japan, or known colloquially as “Living
National Treasure”.

Journey of Light from The Music of Colour by Shimura Fukumi.
“Nature reveals its secrets to anyone who pays close enough attention. In fact, they are not really secrets
at all – only phenomena that we fail to notice because our minds are elsewhere. At these times, the sieve
of our attention grows course, allowing even important things to slip through. But if some realisation
causes us to look more closely and think more carefully, the sieve suddenly grows finer. The countless
grains that make up nature are unified under some system of order; an inner light reveals itself as it
mingles and reacts with light from outside”.
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A Watercolour
There’s a watercolour painting by an artist called Gordon Pilkington – known in the family as –‘one of the
Pilkingtons’. It used to hang in the darkness of the dining room in the “Groothuis”, my in-laws’ farmhouse
in South Africa. I was always fond of this painting and when we visited never passed it by without a look.
It now hangs re-framed in our bright kitchen. I love the way it shows the tricks of light observed in a hot
climate. The bright sunlight blinds the eye to anything in shadow, and fragments the picture. I think this is
the way we see things – always partially. The artist has captured this perfectly.
It wasn’t until I saw the painting in the new light of our kitchen that I noticed a figure of a woman shelling
peas inside the dark doorway.
Light Changes Meaning
Here are two pictures of the same hedge
on the Isle of Wight taken on the same
October day last year, one in daylight
and one at dusk.
Sara Easby
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… In Poetry and Creative Writing
One of my favourite pieces of John Donne is this brief prose poem below - often used at funerals to sum
up the steadiness of God’s enduring and loving presence through our lives and beyond.
But the “equal music” that Donne mentions was also the title of a novel by Vikram Seth where he tells the
poignant story of the love of affair between two members of a string quartet. Their love for each other is
beautifully described amidst the intricacies of how music is best created and performed. In their
relationship as in the music they create no-one is centre stage-all is a process of gentle creation and
listening. That produces a true and thoughtful harmony - a real reflection of these words below.
Ginny Royston
Bring us, o Lord God, at our last awakening
into the house and gate of Heaven,
to enter into that gate and dwell in that house,
where there shall be no darkness nor dazzling,
but one equal light;
no noise nor silence, but one equal music;
no fears or hopes, but one equal possession;
no ends or beginnings, but one equal eternity,
in the habitations of thy glory and dominion,
world without end.

Burnham beach © David Stephenson

John Donne

Contacts
VICAR
David Stephenson 0117 9731564
07941 463653
davidstephenson65@icloud.com
Benefice Office Julia Wright
0117 9733395
highburypartnership@googlemail.com
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… in Therapy
My work as a psychotherapist seems largely to be about supporting people to allow themselves to have
their experience as it is, and to notice all the ‘shoulds’ that get in the way of that. If they are in touch with
an angry, frightened, sad or lonely part of themselves, together we try to acknowledge and welcome in
that part, rather than pushing it away as ridiculous, shameful or unacceptable. There are probably also
judgemental parts of the client that desperately don’t want the anger, sadness or fear to be seen. The
judging parts need to be welcomed in too.
I once read something by Robert Bly who said we were all born as 360-degree beings. But our parents
wanted a ‘nice’ little girl or boy, so we had to push a huge proportion of ourselves out of sight and into
the darkness in order to be acceptable to our parents. As a result, we end up being 15-degree, or
30-degree versions of ourselves.
My work is about welcoming those shamed and banished parts of my clients back in from the darkness,
and offering them space, warmth and compassion to breathe and be heard and understood. Each
banished part of us has something valuable to say.
As a therapist, I spend a lot of my time in a kind of
darkness of rather messy not-knowing: I don’t know
where we’re going, I don’t know how to make it
better, I am painfully conscious of my limitations.
But I have learnt over the years that it is in sitting in
these shadowy places alongside my clients, that
allows something to shift when the client is ready.
In my experience transformation is a slow, non-linear,
faltering movement towards reconnection with what
is already there:
our magnificent, luminous and vulnerable 360-degree
selves.
Katy Taylor

Condition by Tony Bevan
www.ArtUK.org

We were interested by the excellent review of the life and prayers of Jeremy Taylor in the
September issue. So it was intriguing to discover these remarks by him about marriage"It hath less of beauty but more of safety than the single life; it hath more care, but less danger; it
is more merry and more sad; it is fuller of sorrows and fuller of joys; it lies under more burdens,
but is supported by all the strengths of love and charity, and these burdens are delightful."
After 65 years of married life, on the whole, we would agree with this.
Jane & Michael Selby
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...In an Icon
"If you cannot find Christ in the beggar at the church door, you will not find him in the chalice “ St

John Chrysostom.

I have written this icon for St Paul’s in memory of Derek, and as I stand here, I am mindful of
many well thought out and researched sermons which I heard tellingly delivered by him from this
very spot.
Traditionally it is most common for icons to be copied from ancient types and models - of the
Blessed Virgin Mary holding the infant Jesus, of the transfiguration or ascension, the crucifixion
and other events from the gospels. Or of the evangelists and other saints. No copy is exact, and
slight variations in tone and colour will emerge. Whether it is an exact copy or not is of secondary
importance, because primarily, in writing the icon the iconographer will be open and responsive
to the image, as it works on him or her.
There is a sense of meditation on, around, and through the image - regarding it as a window into
God, or the divine - certainly something beyond the materials of which it is made or the surface it
presents. Even the long process of preparing the board - the painting of up to 12 coats of gesso,
the constant sanding and smoothing, by its repetition and slowness, encourages this meditative
approach. It is lovely to work with purely natural materials, in this case an oak board, egg yolk,
vinegar and pigments to make tempera paints, and precious gold leaf for the gilding of the halo.
The whole process has an incarnational feel to it. And this is the result.
However, as is apparent, this is a modern icon of somebody who lived in the last century. There
is no ancient precedent or original. Yet mine is a copy, and I need to acknowledge its originator.
Robert Lentz had spent 17 years as monk in the States in various religious communities.
In 1977 Oscar Romero had been appointed Archbishop of San Salvador, capital of El Salvador,
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as a safe, conservative, prelate. However, he was deeply affected by the murder of his friend
and fellow priest Rutilio Grande soon after his own appointment, and he subsequently developed
into an outspoken social activist. He denounced violations of the human rights of the most
vulnerable people and opposed all forms of violence.
During the 70’s and 80’s it was in the interests of other nations, particularly the USA, to maintain
stability in Central America, thus supporting what often amounted to dictatorships and certainly
putting down any uprisings. Oscar Romero began speaking out against this intervention,
speaking of the church’s ‘preferential option for the poor’. As he was celebrating mass at a
hospital chapel on 24th March 1980 he was assassinated.
Though no individual was ever charged with the shooting, it was pretty obvious who was behind
the assassination. When hundreds of thousands attended his funeral, that was regarded as a
‘demonstration’ by the authorities and they opened fire on the mourners, with between 20 and 40
killed and 200 wounded. This violence so totally against the views of this man of peace who had
been nominated for the Nobel peace prize in 1979. He was canonized in 2018, and became
regarded officially as a martyr and a saint.
What this icon shows is quite startling and unusual. It is obviously modeled on the traditional icon
of the Blessed Virgin Mary holding the infant Jesus. That arrangement appears frequently in
various forms, but the most famous is the icon of Our Lady of Perpetual Help, or ‘of the Passion’
in the Orthodox tradition. It is an icon loved and used as what Robert Lentz characterises as a
pious and safe image.
Here it is translated into what it means for an Archbishop martyred in the 20th century. Instead of
the baby Jesus, the Archbishop holds a child who has fled from his home as it is being bombed
by helicopters. He looks back in fear at the destruction. It has to be said that I have never seen
helicopters in any other icon.
Sometimes in the traditional icon, the child Jesus has lost his sandal in running to the safety of
his mother - here the boy’s sandal is similarly slipping off as he has run in terror. The Archbishop
remains calm but sad in the face of such atrocity. It is indeed a very striking re-interpretaton of a
traditional image, and speaks across the ages to all situations of oppression and violation of
human rights, even in present times.
I can only guess at the intricacies of Derek’s political views, but I am pretty sure that he would be
totally in sympathy with all that is expressed in this image, this icon. As St John Chrysostom said:
"If you cannot find Christ in the beggar at the church door, you will not find him in the chalice’.
Surely this bias to the poor is something which should inform all our actions and theology, as we
look to the saints who have lived that out over the centuries, and as we remember Derek, as he
lived it out through his preaching, his character and personality.
So, I hope and pray that this icon may be a reminder to us, a way of being open to the pain and
injustice of this world, but also the holding and sustaining of a loving God.
Richard Holroyd
(Richard preached this homily on All Saints Day at St Paul’s. He was Vicar of St Paul’s and
Cotham until 2017. Derek Jay was a longtime member of St Paul’s, and a Lay Reader - Editor)
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...in Troubled Times
The Light shines in the darkness, but the darkness could not overcome it. John 1:5
Our precious nation is facing its worst financial crisis since the Bank of England was first founded in 1694.
The only way Chancellor Sunak can balance the books is to cancel the Trident renewal or replacement
programme, which will cost £205 billion and set to rise. The only answer is a national Renewal of prayer
and faith.
We must put our faith in God, and not weapons of mass destruction.
It was King George V1 who said in his 1939 Christmas broadcast (quoting Minnie Louise Haskins) “Go out
into the darkness and put your hand into the Hand of God. That shall be to you better than light, and safer
than a known way.”
It was (I believe) William Booth, founder of the Salvation Army, who said: “It is better to light a candle
than to curse the darkness.” It is my prayer that we will all light a candle of Faith, Hope and Love, this
Christmas 2020.
Chris Harrison

...In our Cities
I watch little TV (Bake Off doesn't count, obviously), and try to avoid the programmes that encourage a
passive voyeurism in me. However, BBC's Ambulance fly on the wall series is my exception, for it depicts
Darkness and Light, often at a deep level.
There are plenty of nail biting incidents and accidents; patients with wonderful personalities and life
stories; circumstances that remind me how privileged I am. The episodes show many people suffering
from mental health difficulties, and there are plenty of dark moments. The ambulance crews (and the call
handlers) are always kind, patient, skilled and professional. But the episode that still sticks with me weeks
later, and that had me biting my lip and reaching for a tissue as I watched, included neither lots of blood
or lifesaving blue lights.
The crew were sent to help a young man who had hurt himself following a scuffle as he was spotted shoplifting in Poundland. En route, the guys chuckled at the notion of stealing something from somewhere so
cheap. 'Rob' was Eastern European, and had recently come to London knowing no one, to try to start a
new life after the horrific loss of his mother, and subsequent imprisonment of his father. Now he was
freshly on the streets, following the ending of a toxic relationship. His actual injury from the supermarket
chase was very minor.
Gradually the ambulance crew helped him tell his story, made him feel safe and valued. They asked what
he'd tried to steal - a packet of biscuits. When had he last eaten? The previous day, maybe the one
before that. At this, one of the crew commented that a McDonalds was just up the road. He left, and
returned with a meal and drink for the young man, paid for out of his own pocket.
It was this simple but profound gesture of humanity and goodness that, quite miraculously for me,
signified something much greater. Here - right here and now - was a greater Light of hope and life. It
seemed in that moment of watching similar to RS Thomas' glimpse of dazzling sunlight and treasure, and
his recognition of 'the pearl of great price' in his poem 'The Bright Field'. (cf Page 4)
Blink, and I'd have missed it.
Coda: Rob was taken to the hospital, for his general wellbeing and post traumatic syndrome to be further
assessed. Months later, he had been housed in Bournemouth and was beginning to establish a new life
for himself.
Sally Seaman
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Cotham’s Charity of the Month: November
16-25 Independent People seeks to offer support with
supported housing, career coaching, personal support and learning
opportunities to young people in Bristol. They offer support and help
young people to see the potential in themselves and have hope for a
future. They offer their own supported housing shelters and also have
projects to help build confidence so they can be able to live
independently.
For more information please watch this short video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESu68kD8d1s
I chose to nominate them for Charity of the Month because I believe that all young people in our
city need support. Bristol’s young people need adults in their lives they can trust and services
that they can rely on. Those who leave care this year need to be supported more than ever. I
want to see young people feel confident to plan their future and be able to create a home for
themselves.
Where this is missing the support workers in this charity provide an amazing and dedicated
role. I believe the money donated will make sure that the support workers can continue the work
they already do, despite funding being uncertain and there being restrictions to their work this
year. It’s hard this year for us all to make future plans, but I feel that this age group needs vital
support to be able to hold hope this year.
Lydia Barry

Foundation shines a Light in the Darkness

We rejoice that Pippa was ordained priest in
October, and look forward to her continued
ministry with us for several more years. Allelujah!
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Cotham’s Charity of the Month: December
St. Kizito Babies’ Home, in Gangama, Uganda
In Uganda, many mothers die in childbirth, and the father and close relatives are unable to provide for the
babies. Since its foundation in 1960s, the Babies’ Home has risen to
the challenge of supporting young children abandoned or orphaned
due to the AIDs crisis, and now coping with the Covid19 pandemic.
Currently, the home cares for babies and toddlers as well as
supporting children in the community living with relatives or foster
homes; and some older children continuing education at the
boarding school. A social carer oversees the fostering, adoptions
and pays regular visits to children who have returned to their families to ensure that they are happy and safe.
The Gangama Project Fund also helps with school fees (there is no free education in Uganda) to allow all
the children previously living in the orphanage to attend school.
The Project has supported the building of a new kitchen, and a Biogas plant that uses dung as fuel, from
cows that provide milk for the children. The borehole is now giving reliable running water, and the farm is
helping too at a time of rising food costs and shortages due to Covid lockdown.
Olive explains:
I nominated The St Kizito Babies Home as there is a connection with
Cotham. Peter Scanlan was Headmaster at Cotham Gardens Primary they held their Carol Services at Cotham, and we had strong church and
family links with the school. Peter and Evelyn had taught and raised
their family in Uganda until the civil war, and when they returned to
visit in the late 1980s, discovered the Babies Home in great need of
support.
My colleague and I normally fundraise for them, but Covid restrictions have very severely limited their
donations this year.
Olive Gascoigne

Vigil – St Bartholomew the
Great
photograph by Niki Gorick

Our churches aspire to cherish all, regardless of marital and social status,
sexual orientation or level of church commitment.
We aim to be ‘Open’ in faith and practice
• open to questions of faith and doubt, lifestyle, justice and peace
• open to people from all backgrounds and
• open, above all, to the ultimate mystery of God and to the life and teachings of Jesus.
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